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TEMPLATES
[[Category: Scots-Irish Immigrants to America]]
{{Irish Roots}}
{{US History|sub-project=Virginia|flag=US_State_Flag_Images-49.png}}

 {{German Roots}}

[[Space:Lemon_Varient_Surname_Immigrants | Lemon Varient Surname Immigrants]]
[[Category: Swiss-German and Mennonite Immigrants to Pennsylvania]]
[[Category: Daleville Cemetery, Daleville, Virginia]]
[[Category: Laymantown Cemetery, Botetourt County, Virginia]]
[[Category: Mountain View Cemetery, Wythe County, Virginia]]

== Biography ==
<ref></ref>
id#  (4312757)

ERROR  REPORT URL: http://wikitree.sdms.si/function/WTWeb/errors.htm?UserID=4312757



=== from ‘’Findagrave.com’‘ ===
<ref>creator. “Deceased,” ‘’Findagrave.com.’‘ Record added        201_. URL:    

Accessed 2017 by [[Prickett-120 | Patricia Prickett Hickin]].</ref>

== Categories ==

for censuses, etc.

'''For a larger view of the 18 0 census image below, click

== Citations ==
<references/>

== Acknowledgments ==
*
== Sources ==

* U.S. Census Bureau. 1900 Census. State, County, PO. Series M, Roll nmbr, page. Website. URL:
Date accessed 2017 by    Virginia, Washington County,      Image    of , Lines        household.
Accessed   Feb 2017 by [[Prickett-120 | Patricia Prickett Hickin]].



== Adding links ==

Adding Links

 
Categories: WikiTree Help

Here's how to connect pages.

Contents

[hide]
1 Links to Other Websites
2 Links to Other Profiles
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6 Links to Google Maps
7 Links to Wikipedia
8 Links Inside Comments
9 Questions?
Links to Other Websites

You can easily add links to the body of any page or biography.

Link to a website, page, blog, video, or photo anywhere on the Internet like this:

[http://youtube.com/watch?v=1siAozJOIJ0 here's a link to a YouTube video]
The link will appear like this: here's a link to a YouTube video

As you can see above, you simply enclose the URL in a single set of [brackets].

If you include a space after the URL and then text, e.g. "here's a link to a YouTube video", that
becomes the text in link.

Links to Other Profiles

There are easy shortcuts for adding links to other profiles on WikiTree.



Let's say you want to link to a relative's Person Profile when you mention them in a bio. Simply
enclose their WikiTree ID inside a double set of brackets like this:

[[Franklin-1|Ben Franklin]]
If you include a vertical "pipe" (the pipe is above the backslash on most keyboards) the text after
it becomes the link, e.g. Ben Franklin.

Links to Free-Space Profiles

It's just as easy to link to Free-Space Profiles about the important pets, places, events, and other
things in your family history.

Simply enclose the WikiTree ID (prefixed with "Space:") inside a double set of brackets like this:

[[Space:Edward D. Whitten's Model Ships|Edward's Model Ships]]
If you include a pipe the text after it will become the link, like this Edward's Model Ships.

Advanced tip: If you haven't already created the page, the link will appear red and you can click
on it to create it. Easy as pie!

Links to Categories

Linking to a WikiTree category requires a colon at the start of the tag, like this:

Check out the [[:Category:World War II|World War II category]]
Otherwise you'll be categorizing the profile in the World War II category instead of linking to the
category page.

Links to the Relationship Finder

You can link to find the family relationship between any two profiles like this:

[http://www.wikitree.com/index.php?title=Special:Relationship&action=calculate&person1_na
me=Pierce-177&person2_name=Pierce-4 Click here to see the relationship] between
[[Pierce-4|First Lady Barbara (Pierce) Bush]] and [[Pierce-177|President Franklin Pierce]].
The links will appear like this: Click here to see the relationship between First Lady Barbara
(Pierce) Bush and President Franklin Pierce.



Links to Google Maps

When adding a geographic location, it's easy to make a Google Maps link like this:

[http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Amsterdam Amsterdam]

You can enter almost any string after the "q=" and Google will find it.



Links to Wikipedia

You can make any word a Wikipedia link like this:

   [[Wikipedia:Chicago|]]

Links Inside Comments

You can include links in profile comments, photo comments, memories, comments on followed
tags, and comments on DNA tests. They are done with wiki links just like inside a profile, for
example:

The [http://www.wikitree.com WikiTree website] is great. Check out [[Franklin-1|Ben Franklin's
profile]].
The links will appear like this: The WikiTree website is great. Check out Ben Franklin's profile.

Questions?

Request for permission to use photo at Findagrave.com.

I am wondering if I may have your permission to use the photograph of Susan's gravestone on
her profile at Wikitree, which you can find at
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Cloe-1

I have already added the photograph so that you can see what it will look like, but it's simple
enough to remove (or to change the credits).

Thank you,
Patricia Prickett Hickin
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Prickett-120

https://www.ancestry.com/genealogy/records/martha-miller_6072653
This gal was born 1738 and died in 1862
Seems a bit remarkable,


